Engine control unit relay

This page is for personal, non-commercial use. The ECM, or electronic control module , is the
computer responsible for controlling all of the engine management functions. It is the central
control unit of most vehicles and controls a variety of functions, such as electrical system
power distribution, emissions, ignition, and fuel systems. It is a very important, if not the most
important component of a modern engine management system, and just the same as any other
important electrical component it is powered through a relay. If the relay fails, or has any issues
, it can cause the vehicle to have all sorts of problems, and may even render it undriveable.
Usually a problem with the ECM power relay will produce a few symptoms that can alert the
driver of a problem that should be serviced. One of the first symptoms of a problem with the
ECM power relay is no power when the key is inserted. If the ECM power relay fails it can cut off
power to the entire vehicle. A failed relay will disable the dash lights and warning chimes that
normally come on when the key is inserted into the ignition, and will probably be unable to start
or turn over the vehicle. Another common symptom of a problem with the ECM power relay is
an engine that will not start or turn over. The fuel and ignition systems, as well as several other
engine management functions, of many vehicles are controlled by the ECM. A bad relay may
cause the vehicle to crank, but not start , or sometimes not even crank at all. A failed ECM
power relay can also cause a battery drain or dead battery. If the relay shorts it can leave power
on to the computer, even when the vehicle is turned off. This will place a parasitic drain on the
battery, which will eventually cause it to go dead. Without it the entire engine management
system will be disabled and the vehicle will not run. For this reason, if you suspect that your
ECM power relay may be having an issue, have the vehicle inspected by a professional
technician, such as one from YourMechanic, to determine if the relay should be replaced. This
article originally appeared on YourMechanic. Autoblog is partnering with YourMechanic to bring
many of the repair and maintenance services you need right to you. Get service at your home or
office 7 days a week with fair and transparent pricing. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads
are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our
stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our
site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading
Autoblog. Share 0 Comments. No power when the key is inserted One of the first symptoms of a
problem with the ECM power relay is no power when the key is inserted. Engine will not start
Another common symptom of a problem with the ECM power relay is an engine that will not
start or turn over. Battery drain or dead battery A failed ECM power relay can also cause a
battery drain or dead battery. Ownership repairs relays. Sign in to post. X Sign in to post Please
sign in to leave a comment. View More. Thank You Thanks for subscribing. Check your in-box to
get started. Sign Up More Info. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing
Autoblog. Allow Us! Here's how to disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your
Adblocker in your browser. A drop down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for
autoblog. The exact text will differ depending on the actual application you have running.
Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your
adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform
that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow
the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your browser. Please enter a display name.
Cancel Change Name. The PCM relay, also known as the powertrain control module relay,
comes with a power relay that provides battery voltage to the right PCM circuits. This type of
contact relay is activated using a signal wire or the ignition switch. This relay applies to all
vehicles that use the OBD-II system, especially those vehicles that are newer than to the
present. The functions within a car are controlled by a computer, which even controls the
engine itself. The engine and its functions are controlled by the engine control module, or the
ECM. The ECM monitors and changes the operation and power distribution to both the fuel and
injection systems, engine timing, exhaust gas circulation, emissions, ignition, and other
systems within your car. In order to put power to each of these systems, the engine control
module needs to be powered as well. The power distribution center is located under the hood
and contains almost every single one of the vehicle's fuses and relays. When the ignition key is
turned off, the switches within the PCM relay no longer receive a battery life. If the PCM relay
stops switching and working as it should, the vehicle will not function properly. In addition, if
the PCM relay is stuck open, no power can be driven to the engine control module, preventing
the vehicle from turning on and starting. If the relay is stuck closed, too much power will be
given to the electronic control module via the PCM relay, and the battery will drain out. The PCM
relay works in tandem with the powertrain control module. So what is the function of this crucial
part? The powertrain control module, which is generally abbreviated as PCM, is an automotive
component that combines the engine control unit and the transmission control unit. The
transmission is a huge part of the powertrain , including the engine. The engine control unit,

also known as the engine control module, is a type of electronic control unit that controls
actuators within the internal combustion engine. The engine control unit is the brain of an
engine and handles various performance and driveability functions. Its job is to do this by
reading the values produced by various sensors located inside the engine bay. The engine
control unit interprets the data using performance maps and adjusts the engine actuators.
Before engine control units were used, idle speed and ignition timing had to be mechanically
programmed. The actuators are components of a machine responsible for moving the
mechanics within the system and the functioning of the PCM relay. The internal combustion
engine uses fuel combustion within a combustion chamber to aid in the fluid flow circuit. The
expansion of high-temperature and high-pressure gasses fuel the vehicle and aid in the working
powertrain control module. It also has to monitor the fuel injection, emission systems,
positioning of the rotating assembly, transmission, and exhaust system. In most cars, it has to
monitor any other functions related to the engine and transmission systems. Also, in some
vehicles, the powertrain control module might have to operate the traction control system and
the anti-lock brake system. The anti-lock brake system is designed to prevent your car from
skidding. Now that we know the function of the PCM relay and the powertrain control module in
your vehicle, we need to know the signs and symptoms of a faulty PCM relay. It is a very
important part of the entire management system, if not the most important piece. If the PCM
relay fails, the vehicle will have all sorts of problems and cannot run or have dangerous
problems with the driver and passengers. One of the first signs and one of the more obvious
symptoms of an issue within the PCM power relay system is no production of power when the
key goes into the ignition, and the relay fails to provide power to the entire vehicle. The failed
PCM relay will turn off the dashboard lights and other key safety warning lights that are
normally illuminated when you turn the key in the ignition. Furthermore, and more importantly,
the vehicle will usually be unable to start, and it might be impossible to turn the key. Wrong Key
â€” If you unintentionally have the key to someone else's car door, this can mean that the key
will not work in the ignition switch. However, if you do happen to get into the car with the
improper key, there is little to no chance you will be able to turn the ignition because of the
extra tumblers in the key. If you do happen to turn the ignition cylinder, this can lead to a
broken ignition switch. Steering Wheel Binding â€” The ignition cylinder is connected to the
steering wheel lock so that it secures your vehicle. If you turn off the engine with the steering
wheel turned in a certain position, this means your steering wheel can prevent you from turning
the key in the ignition, leading to no power when you turn the key and a damaged PCM relay.
Ignition Switch Fault â€” The ignition switch is connected to the ignition cylinder by a lever.
Inside the switch, several contact points need to be turned on in order to start the car. Wrong
ignition switch contacts, temperature issues, or broken springs can cause the ignition switch to
fail over time, preventing you from starting your vehicle. There is a chance that the engine will
not start or turn over when you insert the key, and it might get stuck in the ignition. The fuel and
the ignition system, along with other diagnostic materials, are generally controlled by the
electronic control module, which is powered by the PCM relay. If the PCM relay fails and cannot
power the ECM, the entire engine system that powers the vehicle will not have power and will
only be able to crank but might not even start. There are many parts that work together with the
PCM relay to start your vehicle and crank your engine. However, if the PCM relay is not working
correctly, it can cause other parts of your vehicle to perform at a subpar level. Damaged Fuel
System â€” The fuel pump supplies the engine with the correct amount of fuel for it to run
properly. If the fuel pump, fuel injector, or fuel filter are damaged, this can prevent the car from
starting. Lastly, a failed PCM relay can cause the battery to drain over time due to the switch
constantly on or a dead battery. If they relay short circuits, it can drain the computer battery,
even when the vehicle is off. A short circuit will drain the battery over time and cause it to die.
The first cause is that there is a damaged or defective PCM power relay. The second cause is
that there is a damaged fuse or fusible link. There are certain signs that your car has a broken
fuse â€” this can help you diagnose and pinpoint the cause of the PCM relay. Usually, a
damaged fuse just causes a minor electrical problem, like your blinkers not working or some of
your air conditioning not working well, but in some cases, a faulty fuse can result in your car
not starting. A faulty fuse can be because a fuse has heated up, melted, and impeded the
electricity flow. Sometimes, it can even be due to the driver overloading the system by turning
on all related accessories. An open circuit will result in the code P, which signifies a defective
PCM power supply relay, a low system voltage, damaged or disconnected connectors, including
battery terminals, a defective ignition switch, and a failed PCM or control module. You can do
this by recording the fault codes to diagnose the issue later on. Then, locate the PCM power
relay and determine which wire leads to what part of the terminal and the function of each wire.
If you do not do this step, it can lead to a misdiagnosis and short-circuiting. After you have

determined the circuits of the PCM relay, perform an inspection of the wiring, keeping an eye
out for disconnected and burnt wiring and connectors. If you do not find any visible damaged or
disconnected wires and there are no blown fuses, then you can start to test for voltage in the
PCM relay. If you determine that the voltages and electrical values check out by the end of this
testing, then the common cause is almost surely the PCM relay programming defect. The top
symptoms of a bad PCM are that there is poor performance. To fix this problem, you will need to
get a powertrain control module replacement. The powertrain control module is a critical system
that you need to take care of, so you can expect the overall PCM cost and the PCM relay price to
be very high. Of course, if you do not want to pay this much money for a replacement, you can
get rid of your junk car by removing the powertrain and selling it to a local and reputable junk
car buyer in your area. Knowing the main function of your PCM relay and the overall PCM relay
cost can help you diagnose any problems with your vehicle to keep your car working at a
high-performing level for a long period of time! Why Us? How it works What we do Blog. All
Rights Reserved. The ECM, or electronic control module , is the computer responsible for
controlling all of the engine management functions. It is the central control unit of most vehicles
and controls a variety of functions, such as electrical system power distribution, emissions,
ignition, and fuel systems. It is a very important, if not the most important component of a
modern engine management system, and just the same as any other important electrical
component it is powered through a relay. If the relay fails, or has any issues , it can cause the
vehicle to have all sorts of problems, and may even render it undriveable. Usually a problem
with the ECM power relay will produce a few symptoms that can alert the driver of a problem
that should be serviced. One of the first symptoms of a problem with the ECM power relay is no
power when the key is inserted. If the ECM power relay fails it can cut off power to the entire
vehicle. A failed relay will disable the dash lights and warning chimes that normally come on
when the key is inserted into the ignition, and will probably be unable to start or turn over the
vehicle. Another common symptom of a problem with the ECM power relay is an engine that will
not start or turn over. The fuel and ignition systems, as well as several other engine
management functions, of many vehicles are controlled by the ECM. A bad relay may cause the
vehicle to crank, but not start , or sometimes not even crank at all. A failed ECM power relay can
also cause a battery drain or dead battery. If the relay shorts it can leave power on to the
computer, even when the vehicle is turned off. This will place a parasitic drain on the battery,
which will eventually cause it to go dead. Without it the entire engine management system will
be disabled and the vehicle will not run. For this reason, if you suspect that your ECM power
relay may be having an issue, have the vehicle inspected by a professional technician, such as
one from YourMechanic, to determine if the relay should be replaced. The most popular service
booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection. Our certified mobile
mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled
mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified
mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair.
Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Cost. Service Location. No power when the key is inserted
One of the first symptoms of a problem with the ECM power relay is no power when the key is
inserted. Engine will not start Another common symptom of a problem with the ECM power
relay is an engine that will not start or turn over. Battery drain or dead battery A failed ECM
power relay can also cause a battery drain or dead battery. Home Articles. The statements
expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently verified.
Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic
Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection reviews. Excellent
Rating. Rating Summary. Luis 22 years of experience. Request Luis. Showed up and took a look
to tell me all my options. Once we decided how to move forward, got the job done quickly and
walked me through everything that was done. Will definitely use him again - highly
recommended. Ford Escape - Car is not starting - Austin, Texas. Friendly, fast, knowledgable,
and trustworthy! Victor 35 years of experience. Request Victor. Kenneth 20 years of experience.
Request Kenneth. Kenneth performed excellent, conscientious service. Diana 18 years of
experience. Request Diana. Diana provided great professional insight on resolving speciifc
issues with my vehicle. Will definitely recommend to friends and and family. Need Help With
Your Car? Related articles. How to Replace an Air Injection Pump Belt Although some air pump
injection belts can last as long as a vehicle, some may break down. Here's a guide on how to
replace it when necessary. Read more. Your car has two manifolds â€” an intake manifold and
an exhaust manifold. Both serve essential purposes, but the one most likely to How to Replace
a Door Lock Relay Electric door locks work via a door lock relay located near the brake pedal,
behind the stereo, behind the passenger air bag, or under the hood. Related questions Fuel
pump will not kick on and all the fuaes and relays are fine and its hooked up right, what is the

problem? You have a circuit opening relay behind the glove box and the EFI relay in the main
fuse box in the engine compartment. You will need to have the complete circuit checked to see
if they are supplying power. Service Engine Soon light driving problems Any one, or more, out
of a list of thousands of Diagnostic Trouble Codes could have caused your vehicle's Check
Engine Light to illuminate. Even given your very well stated description of what occurred, no
"one" of these many codes Any tips on how to get the shaft out of transmission. Hello, thank
you for writing in. There are a few things you can try. The most commonly utilized options
includes larger and longer tools for more leverage. If you are attempting to save the axle you are
removing, you will Browse other content. Schedule your Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection
today! Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Price. How can we help? Read FAQ. The engine
control module ECM , also commonly referred to as the engine control unit ECU or powertrain
control module PCM , is one of the most important components found on virtually all modern
vehicles. The ECM takes the information from the engine's various sensors and uses that
information to calculate and tune engine spark and fuel for maximum power and efficiency. The
ECM plays a crucial role in newer vehicles, where many of the essential functions of the car are
controlled by the ECM. When the ECM has any issues, it can cause all sorts of problems with
the vehicle, and in some cases even render it undrivable. A bad or failing ECM may produce any
of the following 5 symptoms to alert the driver of a potential problem. The Check Engine Light
usually illuminates when the computer detects a problem with any of its sensors or circuits.
There are cases, however, where the ECM illuminates a Check Engine Light mistakenly, or when
there is no issue present. Have a mechanic scan the computer for trouble codes to diagnose
whether the issue is with the ECM, or elsewhere on the vehicle. Erratic engine behavior may
also indicate a bad or failing ECM. A faulty computer may cause the vehicle to intermittently
stall or misfire. The symptoms might come and go and not appear to have any sort of pattern to
their frequency or severity. Engine performance issues are another symptom of a possible
problem with the ECM. If the ECM has any issues, it may throw off the timing and fuel settings
of the engine, which can negatively affect performance. A faulty ECM may cause the vehicle to
experience a reduction in fuel efficiency, power, acceleration. If the ECM fails completely, it will
leave the vehicle without engine management control, and will not start or run as a result. The
engine may still crank, but it will not be able to start without the vital inputs from the computer.
Car-starting problems are not exclusively caused by the ECM, so it's best to get a complete
diagnosis by a professional technician to accurately determine the cause. Bad fuel economy
may occur from a failing ECM. A faulty ECM disallows your engine from knowing how much fuel
to burn in the combustion process. Typically, the vehicle consumes more fuel than it should in
this situation. The ECM plays a vital role in engine performance. Any issues with it can cause
major problems with the overall functionality of the car. As the computer systems found on
modern vehicles are quite sophisticated and complicated, they can also be difficult to diagnose.
The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Vehicle Engine Electrical
Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics,
brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary
parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online
quotes for your car repair. Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Cost. Service Location. Check
Engine Light. Home Articles. The statements expressed above are only for informational
purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more
details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent
Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Chris 22 years
of experience. Request Chris. Chris arrived early and had our problem solved in a short time.
Great service!! Chris was very prompt, informative and professional. He answered all my
questions and explained everything in terms that I could understand as someone who doesn't
know much about cars. Kenneth 20 years of experience. Request Kenneth. Kenneth performed
excellent, conscientious service. Diana 18 years of experience. Request Diana. Diana provided
great professional insight on resolving speciifc issues with my vehicle. Will definitely
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knowledgeable on time great Tech. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. Read more. Your
Your engine runs on combustion â€” fire â€” which creates exhaust gases. A wide range of
gases are produced during normal operation, and they must be controlled because many of
them become pollutants when released into the atmosphere. Inflating tires to the correct
pressure is one of the most important factors when inflating a tire. Both under and,
over-inflating a tire can actually be detrimental to the performance of a vehicle and to the life of
a tire Can engine control module be repaired Hello. I do not believe that any module or
computer on a vehicle can be repaired. Unfortunately, these are sealed units and must be
replaced if they fail. In addition, many engine computers require special programming from the

dealership once I bought a Mini Cooper and driving it today the service engine soon light came
on, overdue oil change, can that make light go on The check engine light will not be on from not
changing oil in time. You will have to have the computer scanned to retrieve stored codes so
you can find out the cause. The oil and filter should be changed Browse other content.
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relay will produce a few symptoms that can alert the driver of a potential issue that should be
serviced. One of the most common symptoms of a problem with the electronic control relay is
an engine that cranks but does not start. If the relay has any sort of issue it may compromise
power to the computer, which will not allow the vehicle to start. Another symptom of a bad or
failing electronic control relay is a vehicle that powers on when the key is inserted, but does not
function. A vehicle with no power when the key is inserted will be rendered undriveable until the
relay is replaced. The electronic control relay is a critical relay to any vehicle, as it is what
supplies power to the computer, one of the most important electronic components found on
modern vehicles. When it fails, the functionality and driveability of the vehicle can be greatly
affected. If you suspect that your electronic control relay may be having an issue, have the
vehicle inspected by a professional technician, such as one from YourMechanic to determine if
your car needs a relay replacement. The most popular service booked by readers of this article
is Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services,
including diagnostics, brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to
you with all necessary parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over
2, U. Fast, free online quotes for your car repair. Vehicle Engine Electrical Inspection Cost.
Service Location. Engine cranks but does not start One of the most common symptoms of a
problem with the electronic control relay is an engine that cranks but does not start. Vehicle
that powers on but does not function Another symptom of a bad or failing electronic control
relay is a vehicle that powers on when the key is inserted, but does not function. Home Articles.
The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be
independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair
Ratings. YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Recent Vehicle Engine Electrical
Inspection reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Theodore 16 years of experience.
Request Theodore. Theodore was outstanding! He diagnosed and fixed the issues occurring
with my car in under 60 minutes, and further explained to me what the issues were and what
parts were needing to be replaced as I was interested in what was going on under the hood and
how I can prevent this in the future. Chris 22 years of experience. Request Chris. Chris arrived
early and had our problem solved in a short time. Great service!! Michael 27 years of
experience. Request Michael. Victor 35 years of experience. Request Victor. Need Help With
Your Car? Related articles. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Alternator Common signs include
having to jump start the car frequently, dim lights when operating the vehicle, or the Battery
Light coming on. Read more. It all starts with your car battery. Your car's electrical system
operates on a closed circuit, with the main power system being the automotive battery. It uses
less than Have Have you ever wondered how a mechanic checks your alternator? Related
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but will not get any warranty for the install if the part is defective or has a problem down the
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fusible link had blown so bad that it blew the top off the fuse. Hi there. From the description you
have given, it must of been the main fuse that blew, causing your vehicle to break down. Your
vehicle's main fuse is a high amperage fuse, it is capable of carrying a large electrical Browse
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